Abstract. We show that on a K hler Einstein manifold, existence of almost K hler Einstein metrics if and only if Futaki Bando invariants are all zero. We also discuss their relationships with the supertrace of heat kernel.
Introduction
Narasiham and Seshadri, Donaldson, Uhlenbeck and Yau proved that an irreducible holomorphic vector bundle E over a K hler manifold X is Mumford stable if and only if there exists a Hermitian Einstein metric. In order to uncover stability from geometric invariant theory point of view, we need to study Gieseker stability (Mumford stability is only a linearized version of Gieseker stability in some suitable sense.)
In Leung] , the author discovered the following equation e k!+F Td X (!) (n;n) = k ! n n! I E which explains Gieseker stability in term of di erential geometry. Solutions to the above equations are called almost Hermitian Einstein metrics. For K hler Einstein manifold, we shall study a similar equation:
e k! Td X (!) (n;n) = ? X; O X (L k ) ! n n!
As we shall see in later section that this expression is related to the super-trace of heat kernel that appeared in the Atiyah-Singer local index theorem.
The main result of this paper is to prove that the existence of solution to this To begin with, we suppose that X is a compact K hler manifold of dimension n whose rst Chern class has a de nite sign. We shall assume the K hler class is proportional to the rst Chern class. The K hler Einstein equation of X is as follow: Rc = Cg where Rc is the Ricci curvature form and the constant C (after the metric being normalized) is 1; 0 or ?1 according to the sign of c 1 (X). We can also rewrite this equation in an equivalent form:
where F 2 1;1 (X; End (T X )) is the full curvature tensor of X with respect to the K hler form !. Motivated from Leung] . we look at the following perturbed equation:
? ! + i 2 F n = I T X ! n n! As goes to zero, then we will recover the K hler Einstein equation from these equations.
We would be interested in elliptic solutions of these equations for small positive . Here, is a topological constant given by
where ch j (X) is the j th Chern character of X and is the K hler class.
Because of K hlerian, to solve the K hler Einstein equation, we only need to solve the trace of the equation. To be precise, it is the equation of constant scalar curvature:
Tr F^! n?1 = C! n Similarly, we will be interested to the trace of the perturbed equation, that is
Solutions to this equation will be called almost K hler Einstein metrics. This is a fully non-linear fourth order equation in the K hler potential. To solve it in general would be very di cult. In this paper, we shall show that the existence of solutions to these equations is closely related to the vanishing of Bando-Futaki invariants.
Bando Futaki Invariants
In Futaki], Futaki introduced an invariant on any K hler manifold with positive rst Chern class (that is Fano manifolds). This invariant is an obstruction for the existence of K hler Einstein metric. By viewing the Einstein condition as harmonicity of the rst Chern form, Bando Bando] De nition 1 Bando-Futaki Invariants] 
Each f j is a well-de ned Lie algebra homomorphism independent of the particular choice of the K hler metric ! in the K hler class . Moreover, if ch j (!) is harmonic for some K hler form ! 2 , then f j will be identically zero.
In general, it is rather rare for higher Chern character forms to be harmonic because the corresponding equations are overdetermined. However, these invariants are useful for our almost K hler Einstein equation as indicated in our theorem below: Theorem 1. Let 
